
Well, no. This is what the Church asked for in a 
series of well attended ‘vision evenings’ across the 
diocese.
✴ Last year over four hundred committed church 

goers came along and shared their hopes for 
the future. 

✴ It was clear that people wanted to share in the 
process of change. 

✴ Everyone was asked to think about the gifts of 
ministry in their midst and to work out where 
best those gifts may be shared in a wider area. 

How we move forward will differ between the urban 
and the rural areas of our diocese. In the urban 
areas ministry areas may form as congregations 
and clergy work with their neighbours. In sparsely 
populated rural areas a small town or large village 
may provide an appropriate local focus for ministry.

What we do not want to do is simply  draw a lot 
of lines on a map and think that does the job.

✴ The success of growing ministry will depend on 
local consultation and discussion. 

✴ Deaneries and parishes have already been 
consulted. 

✴ This work will become the basis for further 
thinking about Ministry Areas. 

Each will be different with no one size fitting 
all.

Growing Ministry
Our vision for developing ministry and mission 
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I suppose this will be imposed on us Is all this driven by finance?

Where do we go from here?
✴ The key to delivering ministry is not so much 

geography but teamwork. 

✴ Each ministry area will have a Leader who will 
work with a team of laity and clergy, some of 
whom will be paid and some not. 

✴ Teams will need training and models are 
already being considered.

✴ Once teams begin to train and work together,  
they will be commissioned by, and responsible 
to, the Bishop. 

✴ Teams will develop at different speeds in 
different places.

✴ Of course, finance has to be considered. To 
prov ide a s t ipend iary pr ies t in our 
communities costs the Diocese close on 
£50,000, when the costs of stipend, housing, 
pensions, training, and other costs are added 
together. 

✴ But finance is not what is driving our vision - 
of much greater importance is effective 
mission and renewal of the life of our Church.

A Review of the Church in Wales in 2012 
recommended a radical re-structuring of 
our Church, calling us to work in teams 
made up of clergy and lay people serving 
larger units of mission to be known as 
MINISTRY AREAS.



What is the vision? What is a ministry team? Is this something new?

Was it better in the past?

Sharing in mission and ministry is at the heart of 
our vision for the diocese. 

Throughout most of this century, the phrase ‘going 
into the ministry’ could mean one thing: here is 
someone heading for ordination and a career as a 
parish priest. It is an individualistic model, the 
engine at the front pulling a train of carriages. 
There are only so many carriages you can hitch on 
to the back before the engine stops  completely.

So, models of leadership need to change with: 

✴ the stipendiary cleric being both a leader and a 
facilitator of a team.

✴ all the members of the team sharing together 
their God given gifts. 

✴ within the team ordained and lay people have a 
shared responsibility in work and witness.

The role of the leader is to make working together 
happen. 

Team working releases everyone’s skills and 
talents for the good of the Church and the good of 
the community.

No! The Church has been saying this for years! 
✴ Remember, Jesus worked with 12 disciples 

who shared ministry with him.
✴ St. Paul, when he set up  churches, entrusted 

these congregations to a group of presbyters, 
not to one person.

✴ Over the years endless reports, both in the 
Church in Wales and in our Diocese, have 
reminded us of the need to go back to a 
collaborative way of working.

The comfortable image of a parish priest who lives 
next door to the Church and maintains it, who 
spends time wandering around their parish, who 
knows each member of his or her flock and is their 
spiritual guide - the ‘holy person’ on their behalf - 
can now no longer be maintained

Many fear that a strategy for collaboration will 
undermine past ideals and weaken pastoral care. 
Not so, the sharing of ministry, with lay and 
ordained working together, will strengthen church 
life and witness in the community.   

Sharing gifts and developing skills, working 
together in ministry, will help us to honour the 
ideas held dear in the past, but in ways more 
suited to present (and ever changing) social 
realities.

✴ We are seeking to establish praying, 
worshipping and witnessing communities 
across our Diocese. 

✴ We are seeking to organise our Diocese into 
ministry areas with the resources to carry 
out the task of mission which we have 
identified as:

✴ Gathering as God’s people,
✴ Growing more like Jesus,
✴ Going out in the power of the Spirit.

The brief of each ministry area and ministry 
team will remain the same. They will:

✴ be rooted in their local communities.
✴ have leaders who teach, foster vocations 

and call out the gifts of ministry in others.

✴ constantly have an eye for mission and 
ways of engaging with their communities.

✴ have openness to discern God’s call to 
extend his Kingdom.


